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INVESTIGATION

A 10-stage

AERONAUTICS

OF A 1O-STAGE SUBSONIC AXIAPFLOWRESMRCE COMPRESSOR

I - AERODYNAMIC DESIGN

By Irving A. Johnsen

SUMMARY

axial-flow compressor was designed for use as a research
unit in which–the yroblems ass~ciated with the–compounding of high per-
formance stages could be studied. The design was based on a s-trical
velocity diagram with constant total enthalpy at all radii. Selected
design limitations included a Mach number limit of 0.7, a loading limit
(CLa where CL iS the lift coefficient and a is the bkde-element

solidity) which increased progressively from 0.8 to 1.0 through the com-
pressor, a solidity limit of 1.1, an inlet hub-tip ratio of 0.55, and a
tip diameter of 20 inches. The application of these design Umits with
an assumed stage polytropic efficiency of 0.90 gave the following design
values: a total-pressure ratio of 6.45 and a weight flow of 57.5 pounds
per second at the design tip speed of 869 feet per second.

The over-all performance characteristics of this compressor, as
determined e~erimentally, sre included.

INTRODUCTION

The desirability of compactness in axial-flow compressors for gas-
turbine power plants requires that multistage units produce high pres-
sure ratios per stage and hQh mass flows per tit frontal srea, while
at the sane time maintaining high efficiencies. Two-dimensional high-
syeed cascade results (reference 1) indicated that stage pressure ratios
could be realized which were considerably in excess of those currently
being obtained in multistage machines. In order to study the possibility
of utilizing these high load-s and high relative Mach nunibers,a rotor-
blade row was designed and investigated (reference 2). The results of
this investigation verified the fact that increased pressure ratios were
attainable in a single stage without significant penalties in efficiency.

s
Even with the realization of increased pressure ratio in a single

stage, however, it was questionable whether the results were applicable
c to multistage

staging, such
units. Additional factors which are introduced ~~multi-
as boumdary-layer growth, oscillatory radial motion of the
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gas through many stages, blade-row matching, off-design operating
problems, and the like, may prevent high-stage performance from being
realized. Therefore, a miltistage axial-flow compressor was designed
and constructed in which the attempt was made to achieve higher stage
pressure ratios than those in current use, while at the sene time main-
taining high mass flow and efficiency. ThiS deSi@ WaS intended tO

provide a research unit in which the problems arising from the com-
pounding of high performance stages could be studied. Inasmuch as it
was not feasible to attempt to attain an absolute maxhnnn of perfor-
mance in each stage of this initial design, design lbnitations were ,
chosen such that there was reasonable assurance that the desired high-
performance multistage research compressor would be obtained.

The compressor design, including the determination of the velocity
diagram and the selection of the compressor blading, was conducted in
1947 at the NM!A Lewis laboratory based on the best information avail-
able at that time. This report smmar izes the design procedure and
the design characteristics of this 10-stage compressor unit. The over-
all performance msp of the compressor for the operating range from
30 percent to llO,percent of equivalent design speed is included.
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SYM80LS

The following symbols are used in this report:

area (sqft)

local velocityof sound (ft/see)

intercept in equation A~ = w +b

llft coefficient

design csaiber(theoretical CL for isolated airfoil)

loading limit

acceleration of gravity (ft/sec2)

dimensionless ratio of axial component of air velocity to rotor-
tip speed

average dhensionless axial velocity across passage

horsepower

constant

8
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average axial Mach nuuiberacross passage

slope in eqyation 43 = m + b

polfiropic exponent

total.or stagnation pressure (lb/sq ft)

static or stream pressure (lb/sq ft)

volume rate of flow (CU ft/see)

velocity head, g, (ft)

gas constant

radtus (ft)

total or stagnation temperature (OR)

static or stresm taqerature (%)

velocity of rotor blade element at radius r (ft/sec)

absolute atr velocity (ft/sec)

ati velocity relative to rotor (ft/see)

air weight flow (lb/see)

ratio of cficumferential coxqonent
entering air to rotor-tip speed

ratio of change in circumferential
rotor-tip speed

ratio of
radius

angle of

absolute

blade-element
ratio)

attack (deg)

velocity to

(fig. 3)
inlet-air angle, measured

inlet-air angle relative to rotor,
(deg) (fig. 3)

of absolute velocity of

component of vel.ocity to

rotor-tip speed (compressor

with respect to axis (deg]

measured with respect to axis
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ratio of specific heats, ~/~

turning angle (deg)

adiabatic efficiency

polytropic efficiency

static or stream density (lb/cu ft)

totaJ.or stagnation density (lb/tuft)

blade-element solidity, chord/spacing

effective value in velocity diagram corrected to con-
stant axial Veloclty

huh

meam

tip

circumferential direction

station ahead of inlet-guide vanes —

station ahead of rotors of lst, 2nd . . . 10th stages

station ahead of stators of lst, 2nd . . . 10th stages

station ahead of exit vanes

station after exit vanes

.

●

GliNEWL CHARACTERISTICS AND LIMITATIOl?S

Compressor size. - The attainment of a compressor of minimum size
for a given pressure ratio and weight flow requires the consideration of
velocity distribution as well as limitations on the turning of the air
and the blade relative Mach’nuuiber. The weight flow destied for this

s

compressor was of the order of 50 pounds per second. On the basis of
preliminary design estimates amd with the use of the established aero-
dynamic M.mitations, the inlet diameter was fixed at 20 inches. This

I —
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preliminary estimate also established the fact that the desired yres-.
sure ratio of 6 could be obtained in 10 stages.

Compressor configuration. - In a multistage axial-flow compressor,
configurations are possible in which the tlp diameter, the huh diameter,—
or both very from stage to stage through the compressor. h pointed
out in reference 3, a progressive ticrease in tip diameter is desirable
for obtaining maximum pressure ratio per stage. However, this advan-
tage is.balsncedby the fact that (for a given inlet stage), an increase
in tip diameter results in very short blades, high ratios of hub-to-tip
diameter, and small aspect ratios for a given blade chord. Conse-
quently, tip clearance and annulus losses would be larger than for a
comparable constant tip-diameter design. Since construction would also
be simplified, a constant ti~ diameter was selected.

h order to maintain the Mmiting relative lhch number on each
blade row (and thereby obtain a msximum pressure ratio), the hub
dismeter was progressively increased thror@h the compressor. This
served to increase the blade-element velocity at the hub, as well as
the axial velocity of the stream, and therefore to maintain the limiting
relative Wch number despite the increasing speed of sound through the

b unit.

4
Velocity diagram. - The type of velocity diagrsm used in axial-

flow compressor design is vitally important in that it establishes the
blade element and stage yerfo-ce. On the basis of a blade-element
analysis, the optimum velocity diagrem was found to be symmetrical
(reference 3).

In applying the blade-element theory to stage design, it was con-
sidered desirable to maintain a constant total enthalpy from hub to
tip in order to avoid an energy unbalance that might result in exces-
sive mixing losses. It is shown in reference 3 that the use of a sym-
metrical velocity diagram with constant total enthalpy gives higher
pressure ratio and specific mass flow than the more conventional free-
vortex design. This high performance results from the fact that the
inlet Mach number is maintained ne~ the imposed limit”for sll blade
elements in both rotor and stator.

In view of the generally desirable pressure ratio
characteristics, the symmetrical velocity diagram with
enthalpy at all radii was selected for this design.

and mass-flow
constant total
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Stage limitations. - me stage performance of axial-flow compres-
sors is dependent on the limitations imposed on the relative Mach
number of the air and the turning done by the blade rows. The Mch
number limitation was applied by using a value of 0.7 for flow relative
to the co~ressor rotor (the maximum value exists at the hub in this
design). In the calculation used, this results in a Mach number at the
following stator huh that is slightly higher than 0.7. This Mach num-
ber level was chosen on the basis of performancee results obtained with
the NACA 8-stage compressor (reference 4). Suhseqmnt tits (refer-
ence 2) have shown that higher Mach numbers could have been used without
serious losses in efficiency; however, the selected Mach number level
provides a reasonably high pressure rise and insures high efficiency.

The solidity at the hub for allblade rows was selected as 1.1.
This value is of the order of that successfully used in the design
reported in reference 4.

There was little information available on the wnount of turning
that could be 5nprted to the air under various operat~ conditions.
Therefore, a lhitation on CLcr (as was used b reference 4) was

adopted because of convenience in calculations. In this particular
design, this 1.5mitationoccurs at the hub and is essentially the
same in rotor and stator. The values of CLu were selected to increase

progressively through the compressor (C@ of 0.8 for the first three
stages, 0.9 for the next three stages, and 1.0 for the last four stages).

This variation in the loading limitation through the compressor was
selected to improve the off-design operation of the compressor, particu-
larly at speeds lower than desigu and at low flow. Under these opera-
ting conMtions, the angle of attack in the first stages is increased.
Since lightly loaded blades can be expected to have a wide operating
range, the use of a low design value of ~U results in blades that

will accept this increased angle of attack wtthout flow breakdown. In
addition, the change in density through the compressor at low speed is
proportionally less than the design decrease in area; this successively
decreases the anglk of attack and therefore unloads the latter stages.
These two ei?fectsresult in more nearly uniform loading through this
compressor at low speeds. A more recent and complete analysis of the
off-design operating problem in multistage axial-flow compressors has
indicated that the optimum loading variation is probably one in which
the loading increases in the middle stages and decreases again in the
latter stages. However, this selected increase in CL~ through the

compressor was expected to provide some improvement in the cMracteris-
tic under low-speed and low-flow operation.

Mass flow and pressure ratio for first stage. - For gas-turbine
power-plant application, a sma~-lmi%~ftiet-and high axial air velo-

.

.

—

b

—

~lty are desir~ble to o%tain as high a mass flow as possible consistent
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with high ~ressure ratio. For convenience h establishing the design
conditions for the inlet stage, the o@immn combination of weight flow
and pressure ratio was considered on the basis of useful power input to
the ati. 3h order to establish these conditions, the following ~ower
parameter (qpndix A) was used:

For given inlet
tations of Mach

conditions and compressor
number. lift coefficient.. –,

r

1-1.0
dismeter, and for given limi-
and SOlidity, this POW=

parameter is a function of the hub-tip ratio ~ and the dimensionless

axial velocity of the air at the hub hh.

~ figure l(a), the power paramster (determined on the basis of the
limitations chosen to apply to the ftist stage) is shown as a function
Of ~ fOr variou Vd.US of hh.a It can be seen that the nwdxmm
power is obtained at a hub-tip ratio of the order of 0.55 and that the
curves are essentially flat from 0.50 to 0.55. The hub-tip ratio for

4 the inlet stage of the compressor was selected as 0.55.

As shown in figure l(b), msximum power for the hrib-tipratio of
0.55 is obtained at a bnsionless axial velocity hh of approximately
0.70. A further consideration that must enter into the choice of hh

at the inlet, however, is the axial-velocity distribution over the rest
of the stage. A disadvantage of this symmetrical diagram, constant
total-enthalpy design, is the fact that the axial velocity at the rotor
tip, particularly at the exit, ~y become dangerously low. The axial
velocity of the air discharged at the rotor tip h2,t was therefore
investigated by use of the simplified radial equilibrium approximation,
which considers only the balance of centrifugal and pressure forces and
neglects the effect of curvature of the streamlines. In order to keep
the axial velocity at the rotor tip at a reasonable level, a value of
hh of 0.75 was selected for this design. This provides a higher mass
flow and a power input only slightly less than the maximum attainable.

Efficiency. - As pointed out in reference 3, the exact amalysis of
efficiency of m axial-flow conqn?essoris extremely complex and must be

● based upon .sdetailed lmowledge of the flow processes involved. How-
ever, an indication of the efficiency of the main portion of the flow
can be obtained by a consideration of blade-element efficiency. An

L examination of the velocity diagrams on the basis of blade-yrofile
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losses (fig. 17 of reference 4) showed that the blades of this selected
entrance stage operate in the region of-peak efficiency with the lowest
blade-element efficiency existing at the hub.

A preltiinary esttite was made to evaluate the efficiency of
succeeding stages on a blade-element basis. This study showed that the
shift in blade-element efficiency in succeeding stages is in the direc-
tion of increased efficiency. It was recogized that viscous effects
probably become more severe in later stages and that these real flow
effects modify the blade-element trend. However, on the basis of a .
blade-element consideration of pressure ratio, weight flow, and effi-
ciency, the choice of velocity distribution appeared reasonable.

Axial-velocity distribution. - In this design; which is based on a
symmetrical velocity diagram with constant @tal enthalpy and simplified
radial equilibrium, axial velocities are greatest at the hub. This ““
characteristicpermits the use of large valWs of YUt over the entire
blade height without exceeding the CLC limitation, and allows a Mach

number near the limiting value to occur across the entire blade height,
both of which contribute to high performance. The disadvantage of this
design, however, is that large dal-velocity changes may take place
across the blade rows. Across the rotor tip, for example, a decelera-
tion occurs. If this deceleration is sufficiently rapid, flow separa-
tion on the blade surface may result.

In order to establish design velocity diagrams, axial-velocity
changes must be evaluated. It is shown theoretically in reference 5
that the effect of radial motion of the gas may be important in the
determination of this axial-velocity distribution, particularly when
the blade aspect ratio is large. However, the exact determination of
axial-velocity distribution (consideringthe complete radial equilibrium
equation) reqtires a long process of step-by-step calculation, which is
somewhat impractical in the case of a multistage compressor. Therefore,
for this design, the effect of radial motion was neglected and the axial-
velocity distribution (at the stations immediately upstream and down-
stream of blade rows) was determined solely on the basis of simple equi-
librium of pressure and centrifugal force.

Subsequent investigation (reference 6] indicates that the snalysis
based on simple radial equilibrium gives a reasonable approximation to
actual conditions across the rotor. Furthermore, analysis has shown
that across a complete stage the differences between the coxplete radial
flow solution of reference 5 and the simple radial equilibrium approxi-
mation are small. It therefore appears that the use of shple radial
equilibrium relations provided a sufficiently accurate determination of
the axial-velocity distribution. The shnple radial equilibrium rela-
tions are developed in appendix B. Charts for determining averaEe
dtiensionless axial velocities on this basis are presente~ in fi~e 2.

.

.

.

.

—
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Average axial coqonent of velocity. - In high-performance axial--.
flow compressors, the problem of reducing the velocity to the value that
is reqyired for combustion Is a difficult one. A possible solution is
to reduce the average axial velocity in passing through the compressor;
this would reduce the requirements of the diffuser. It would also
increase
would be
However,

(1)
pressure
ratio.

(2)
velocity

the blade height (particularly in the latter stages), which
desirable because of reducing tip clearance and ennulus losses.
this method has three disadvantages

The relative Mach number is reduced, thus reducing the stage
ratio and reqpiring more stages for a given over-all pressure

The increase inbkde height results in a more extreme axial-
profile across the passage of the latter stages, which might

result in-increased mixing losses in the yrocess of being converted to
a unfform flow in the diffuser.

(3) The value of Ap/q across a given blade row will be increased,
which would have an adverse effect with regard to boundary-layer bu3ld-

k
W*

In view of these disadvantages, the design was carried out to maW-
tati the relative Mach number

●

average axial Mach number was

DESIGN

The basic theory used in
essentially a method proposed
e~ressed nontiensionally as
velocity diagram for the case

in all stages with one limitation.
not permitted to exceed 0.6.

CAICUMTION METHOD

the velocity diagram determination
by J. Austin King, with velocities

The

is

ratios of the rotor tip speed. A typical
where axial velocity is constant is shown

in figure 3(a). In the design calculation, however, the axial velocity
varies through the stage because of (1) variation in hub diameter,
(2) compressibility, and (3) the change in axial velocity required to
satisfy the condition of simplified radial equilibrium between each
blade row. A rotor velocity diagram for the case of a varying axial
velocity is shown in ftgure 3(b). This dlagrem is corrected to con-
stant axial velocity in order to permit use of cascade data; he, We,
Pe’, ad Qe are “effective” values. This procedure for correcting to
an equivalent constant axial-velocity diagram is in accordance with the
recommendation of reference 7. Reference 6 and unptilished data

4 obtained at the Langley laboratory indicate that this correction system
is adequate for most applications, although it may over correct when
axial-velocity changes are large.

L
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Velocity diagrem calculations. - The
determining velocity diagrams through the

Step 1:

calculation procedure for
compressor was as follows:

~= 0.55 and hh= 0.75 at the inlet of the first stage

Step 2:

CLCT= 0.8 for the first stage

design chart for the given values

Step 3:

~ was selected from the
of Zh, hhj and CLU

Step 4:

as derived in reference 4

step 5t

Yt = Zhyh

Step 6:

~-Yh
xh=—

2

Step 7:

1 - Yt
xt=~

Step 8:

Ut Mach number limit 0.70
—= =
ah

2+ (% ‘xh)A

9

g“

a
IF

—

Step 9:
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Substituting the relation derived in appendix B for a~at gives

.

Step 10:

The polytropic
convenience in

I-1

efficiency of this compressor was estimated as 0.90; for
calculations, the polytropic exponent n was used where

n r
T=r -n- 1%

step IL:

Bernoulli’s equation written in terms of static-pressure ratio is

~=~+(r-.,(:y~;h.2 _’.2:2+y z)]+]+

An
on

analysis was made on the effect of the velocity components X and h
stage yressure ratio, and it was established that

X12 + hl2 =X32 + h32

This was also found true for succeeding stages; therefore, these terms
could be deleted with little erroh. The pressure ratio was therefore
determined as

;=~.o+.(T:l)($yJ*

s Step 12:

L
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step la
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.

. :=[l.O+(Y-.$$G]
Step 14:

The static-pressure ratio as determ.tnedin step M. (as well as the
density and temperature ratios) varied only slightly from hub to tip -

—

because of the variation in al, which was small. Therefore, for design

purposes, including the deterdnation of the power parameter (appendixA),
the pressure ratio was takenas that calculated at the tip station.

step 15:

At this point, a trial-and-error solution

‘3,h in order that %oth the Mach number limit

the continuity equation were satisfied.

was required to select -

at the next stage and

b

Step 16:

Then, from the design chart (fig. 2(a)) for the ass~d value of Z3,h,

the value of h3,h was determhed.

Step 17:

Steps (1) to (7) were repeated to satisfy the equation under
step 8 at station 3.

()

Ut
3,h2 + ‘3,h - ‘3jh)2 a3,h

— = 0.7

The calculation procedure then defined the tentative hti diameter,
stage by stage, through the compressor. The calculationswere carried
through until the nuniberof stages was sufficient to produce an over-
all total-pressure ratio of ~roximately 6.

~
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With the tentative hub diameters deterndned, axial chord lengths
and gaps were selected and a curve of rotor hub diameters was established.
This curve was then faired to elhinde profile discontinuities and to
establish the actual diameters, for rotor and stator, through the com-
pressor. The preceding calculations were then repeated for the new
values of hti diameter in order to establish the final design values.

This fairing of the huh dismeters resulted in a small deviation
from the 0.7 lhch rnmiberlimit desired for the hub of the rotor. Actual
inlet Mach nmiber values at other stations were established from the
relation at the rotor inlet

w w Ut.—
‘=Utaa

and, at the stator inlet

where, for the general
for rotor inlet”

v_= Vut——
a Ut a

case, the equation under step 9 can be written

() 2
‘t 1
-F=

1 + T-1

(

@ -%2 yt24 Y:2

n

Utzz 4 - Yt loge ~4Z2 % )

g

an~ for stator inlet

2

()

‘t 1
T=

1

n

+ r-l

(

Z2 - z#’ Ytz yhz
— -— +T+Yt lo&

Utzz 4
4Z2 )

g

Also, for the rotor inlet

()
w 2=(X+ Y)2+h2~
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and for the stator inlet .

()X2Ut =( X+ Y)2+h2

This distribution of inlet Ikch nuniberacross the annulus indicated how
well amy particular blade row was being utilized.

In selecting the hub diameter for a desired flow variation through
the compressor, it is desirable to account for the presence of boundary
layer. This, however, reqydres a precise kmowledge of the magnitude of
the boundary layer and its variation through the compressor. Because
of a lack of pertinent data on the subject at the time of the design,
no attempt was made to provide a boundary-layer allowance. It was
therefore entici~ated that the design weight flow might not be obtained.
Furthermore, desired angles of attack might not be maintained, particu-
larly in the latter stages Where boundary layer (as a percentage of pas-
sage height) is a maximum. However, an observed tendency to obtain
greater rotor turning (and therefore Zressure ratio) them preticted
from low-speed cascade data would tend to provide a balancing effect
with regard to angles of attack. .

Construction of velocity diagrams. - At any given radius, the rotor-
ird.etvelocity vectors couldbe established from the data of the calcu-

—
b

lation procedure and the radial eqyilibriu mrelationsat the rotor inlet
station. Rotor exit vectors for this same radius were then established
from: (1) values of h2 (for the new value of Zh at the rotor exit)
determined on the basis of continuity and sin@e radial equilibrium at
this station and (2) values of X and Y determined in the calculation
procedure. It was B.BBWMd that the mean density rise across the rotor
was one half’the stage rise. Then, at the rotor exit, for continuity

.

Through the use of figure 2(b), the value of h2,h and therefore the
value of h2 at anyradiuE couldbe obtained for this rotor exit sta-
tion. Actual amd effective values of inlet-air angle and turning angle
were calculated.

The velocity vectors for the stator were determined bya similar
procedure. For the stator, however, there was a discrepancy introduced
by the assumption that the velocity diagrams were symmetricalbecause
the required chamge in diagram from stage to stage was not considered.
Therefore, the stator diagram was so modif’iedthat the rotation removed
at each radius in the stator Y was that required to provide the
desired absolute
velocity diagram

rotational component X for the fol.lmdng rotor. The
therefore deviated from symmetry to a lfmited extent.

~

.

A—
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Determination of pressure ratio end weight flow. - The total-
pressure ratio of the compressor was establishedby consideration of the
anticipated performance of inlet guide vanes and the ~it V-S
(designed to remove rotation remaining after the tenth stage) in addi-
tion to the 10 stages for which static-~ressureratios were calculated.

where

P22

/

P22 P22P21 Po Po “
~=—— .—

P22 221 y Po P1

r- ,..Y 1s

For the inlet guide vanes, a polytropic expansion efficiency of 0.85
was assmed; for the exit vanes, a polytropic compression efficiency of
0.85 was used. Corresponding density rel.ationswere determined using

4 these eqyations with the reqpired changes in exponents.
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C~ressor weight flow was established

where

PI =

NACA RM ES2B18

from

Pt ()

Since Wf, ho, and aQ

●

.

ratio and weight flow (assuming
stagnation conditions) required
tion that

and

were unknown, the solution for pressure
standard sea-level values for Met
iteration which started with the assump-

%1=a

This provided a first approximation to

*

pl and therefore Wf. Then

PO =
‘tjo

1

%= =--
Qo%%

ala

‘O=w
from which pl could be determined. A single
give sufficiently accurate values of P1 and

estabMshed, the conditions at station 22 were
manner.

iteration was fOuna to
Wf. With the weight flow

determined h shnilar
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AIKFOIL SELECTION
.

With the values of stagger angle and turning angle established,
compressor atifoi.lswere selected for the various stages, including
the exit vanes. The desi~ used the NACA 65-series airfoil scaled down
to 10 percent thickness and modified by the addition of 0.0015 tties
chordal position to the thickness ordinate, designated in reference 7
as the NACA 65-series blower blade section.

Tn order to simplify construction, the blades were designed with
constant caniberand chord at all radii of a given blade row rather than
using a variable section blade. Thus the solidity vaxies inversely
with the radius in ay stage.

ti selecting blades, data frcm references 7, 8, and 9 were used.
The guide vane data of reference 9 were used bec’auseno suitable data
were available in the low inlet-air-angle rsage; interpolation was
therefore necessary. The use of this zero inlet-air-angle data as am
end point appeared to be reasonably accurate.

The design charts of reference 8 provide a method of selecting
optimum camber (represented by the free-stream lift coefficient for
zero incidence CL,i) and angle of attack m. The data were extended
to cover low inlet-air angles and low soMdities by a series of cross-
plots, using the data of reference 9 as a guide. Reasonable consis-
tency was obtained and the data were put in chart form (fig. 4) so
that values of CL,i and a couldbe selected for given values of ~,
A$, and u.

With the desired solitity at the root smd with a selected axial
projection of each blade, an approximation to the n~er of blades in
each row was made. The actual number of blades in each row was then
determined from a consideration of blade exciting forces; a common
denominator was avoided in adjacent rows.

Through the use of figure 4, values crf CLqi were determined at

five radii in each bkde row. It was found tha< the optiurumblade sec-
tions for this coqmessor had minb.mm camber at the tip and maximnu
cariberat the root. An intermediate value was chosen as the constant-
camber section of the bhde row, thus obtaining optimum blading near
the pitch radius and departing slightly at root ~d tip. The c~er
was chosen to maintain the same blade section for both rotor and
stator wherever possible.

With the blade section established, it was necessary to establish
the angle of attack necessary to obtain the required turning at each
radial station. Examination of the data of references 7, 8, and 9
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indicated that these turning data could be roughly a~roxlmated by a
straight line variation of A$ with respect to a. The equation used
was

Afi=ma+b

Chsrts (fig. 5) were prepared for the determination of m (as a

function of ~ and cr)and b (as a function of j3,CL,i, and a)
from the available data on 65-series blower blade sections. The maxi-
mum difference between the cascade test data and the turning angle
determined from the charts was of the order of 10, with the nominal
variation of the order of 1/2°. With the use of these charts, the
value of a required to accomplish the design turning at each of
5 radial stations was determined.

With the blade singleknown and with the projected chord and nmhr
of blades specified, the actual chord and the solidity of each blade
row could be determined. Xt was also possible to establish the actual
value of CL from the relation

2ut.Y
CL==

Reference 10 (table II) gives the mean line data for the RACA 65-
series blower blade sections with CL,i . 1.0. For the prescribed
cszuber,the coordinates of the mean line and the tangent of the angle
of the mean line were obtained by multiplying by the design value of
CL,i. By the use of the data given in reference 10 (table 1) for a
10 percent thick NACA 65-series blower blade section, the coordinates
of the airfoil were determined.

Sheet-metal inlet guide vanes were selected to provide the turning
as established by the inlet-stage velocity diagram. Blade sections were
chosen by use of the methods subsequently published in references l.1
and 12, which considered both two-dimensionalblade-element performance
and secondary flow effects resul.ttngfrom the radial distribution of
design circulation.

DESIGN CBMRMTERISTICS

.-

.

.

The various design characteristics determined in the design pro-
cedure are as follows (values given ere for standard sea-level inlet
conditions):
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Over-ti total-pressure ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.45
Average stage total-pressure ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.205
Weight flow, lb/see (no boundary layer allowance) . . . . . . . . 57.5
Weight flow per unit frental area, lb/see . . . . . . . . . . . . 26.4
Tipspeed, ft/sec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 869
Tipspeed, ram...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9959
Over-sll adiabatic efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.86

The values of static-pressure ratio per stage are plotted in fig-
ure 6(a). The discontinuities in the plot are a result of the change
in the CLU Mmita.tion through the co~ressor. Ratio of static pres-

sure ratio to the total pressure at the compressor inlet is shown in
figure 6(b); total-pressure ratio is shown in figure 6(c).

The averfigeMmensionless axial velocity ~ and the average axial.
Mach number M entering each stage of the compressor are shown in fig-
ure 7. The distribution of axial velocity across the annulus is shown
in figure 8. Figure 8(a) represents the dimensionless sxisl velocity
at the entrance to each rotor; figure 8(b) represents the dimensionless
axial velocity at the station corresponding to the stator entrance.

The values of huh radius, blade chord, axial projection of the
blade chord at the hub, number of blades, design camber, and msximum
thickness of blades are given in table I for both rotor and stator
rows. A summary of the velocity diagram data is given in table II for ——
rotor and stator rows; values o? Z, X, Y,
and ~ are listed for five equally spaced
entrance. Changes through the given blade
data (a, ~u, and a) are also included.

h, W~Ut,

stations
row (Ah

at rotor and stator
and ~) and blade

OVER-AIL TEST RESULTS

The compressor was tested in accordance with the standard procedure
of reference 13; characteristics as determined experimentally are pre-
sented in figure 9. At design speed the peak compressor pressure ratio
was 7.52, the maximum weight flow was 56.2 pounds per second, and the
peak adiabatic ~fficiency was 0.83. The experimentally determined per-
formance is discussed in greater detail in reference 14.

SUMMARY OF DESIGN PROCEDURE

. The desi~ of the 10-stage axial-flow compressor was based on
the use of a symmetrical velocity diagram with constant total enthalpy
at all radii. The configuration chosen had a constant tip diameter of

w 20 inches, m inlet hub-tip ratio of 0.55, and a hub diameter which
increased at the rate reqyired to maintain the selected limiting Mach

+
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number for the blade rows. Aerodynamic limitations used included a
relative Mach number ltit of 0.7, a solidtty of 1.1, and a loading .

limit (CLU where CL is the lift coefficient and u is the blade-

element solidity) which increased from 0.8 to 1.0 through the compressor.
The axial velocity entering the compressor was chosen to approach
closely maximum useful power input for the inlet stage. Axial-velocity
distributions through the compressor were established by the simplified
radial equilibrium approximation. Velocity diagrams were determined
throughout the compressor, and 65-series blower blades were selected to
accomplish the req,,ed turning from available cascade data.

This design procedure with an assmmed stage polytropic efficiency
of 0.90 established the following design-yoint characteristics:a pres-
sure ratio of 6.45 and an equivalent weight flow of 57.5 pounds per
second at the design equivalent tip speed of 869 feet per second.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio

. . -,?”-
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APPENDIX A

IIERIVATIONOF POWER PARM5TER

The useful ~ower of the inlet stage of this design can be a~roxi-
mated by the following equation, since the change in velocity acress
the stage is small:

Transposing and

For given inlet

by mt2al gives

conditions and compressor diameter,

[) ]
y-l

fa~ 237-10
K(hp) = —

mt2a1 q
.

where
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(for a given CLU limit, the average axial velocity ~ is a function

of hh and ~) and

as developed in step U..

.
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APPENDIX B

DETEBMIMTION Cl?AXIAL VELOCITY

The axial velocity at the
c~ressor was determined from
equilibrium relation

g=

=

various stations and
consideration of the

PV02 P(mt)2
—.—
r– r

1

For the symmetrical diagram (fig. 3(a)), at

Zut Yut
xut=T. —

2

and since

23

radii through the
sfqlified radial

the rotor entrance

‘t
Y=y

‘t ‘t”txu&T-——
2Z

Therefore,

titegyating between the hub and a given radius yields

-.
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Therefore, .

(+2=‘ -(w(:)’(-+ ‘oge~ -3+9
For the asswned condition of constant total enthalpy

vh2++R~=v2+2$~ Rt

()
2

‘$ (hh2 + X’z) + ~ ~ =“!$(h2+X2)+~

Substituting the sonic velocity relation gfve13

. .

h’+fi= h’z + Xhz - (@+-
4

~ ‘y’, x=-, ad ‘hyh
With the substitution of Xh = — 2 2

= Yt)

h= +%2 ‘2— - ~ + Zhyh 10$ ~
2 “h

This equation established the distribution of axial velocity ahead of
the rotor in terms of the axial velocity at the hti.

.

c~ .. ._-:qi
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The value.
the simplified

25

of yh fOr a S_trical velocity diagram was.found by
lift consideration outlined in reference 4 as

N
1+

~

.

8

‘,=W=
For design purposes, it was also necessary to establish the average
dimensionless axial velocity for use
variation in density from hub to ti~

Ti=~
1-%2,

in conttiuity
is assmed,

r%Iizdz
J%

n. if

relations. When no

ii=+
9 !-’ ‘A/(mh2+2%2 -2z2+%yh10ge&)u

In order to expedite design, this equati~n
tally and a design chart was prepared where h
of ~, hh, and C~a (fig. 2(a)).

was integrated graphi-
is shown as a function

For the station at the stator entrance. the value of h was found.
similarly as

I

h=

i

%’ Z2hh2+~-~-

A chart for the determination of ~
prepared for this station (fig. 2(b)).
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TABLE I - BLADE IIATA
T*

Stage Blade Hub Number Blade Axial Design Msximum
radius of chord pro~ection caziberthickness
at blades (in.) of chord ~L @ercent
entrance at hti > of chord)
(b.) radius

1 Rotor 5.500 25 1.550 1.506 0.91 10
1 Stator 5.822 27 1.550 1.501 .91 10

2 Rotor 6.131 28 1.510 1.453 0.93 10
2 Stator 6.420 29 1.510 1.452 .93 10

3 Rotor 6.696 31 1.465 1.397 0.95 10
3 Stator 6.952 33 1.465 1.401 1.025 10

4 Rotor 7.197 34 1.420 1.348 1.1.1o 10
4 Stator 7.424 35 1.420 1.346 1.11o 10

5 Rotor 7.639- 37 1.380 1.300 1.120 10
5 Stator 7.838 39 1.380 1.298 1.120 10

6 Rotor 8.026 41 1.330 1.247 1.120 10
6 Stator 8.199 43 1.333 1.254 1.200 10

7 Rotor 8.361 45 1.280 1.201 1.280 10
7 Stator 8.508 46 1.280 1.202 1.280 10

8 Rotor 8.647 47 1.225 1.149 1.300 10
8 Stator 8.771 49 1.225 1.150 1.300 10

9 Rotor 8.885 51 1.175 1.101 1.300 10
9 Stator 8.988 53 1.175 1.103 1.3Q0 10

10 Rotor 9.085 56 1.120 1.051 1.300 10
10 Stator 9.174 59 1.120 1.054 1.300 10

Exit vane 9.262 59 1.120 1.3.17 0.660 10
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%ation Entrancevector data

I
I Change I Blade date

through

I row

%

1 0.5500 0.1.1530.3195 0.75CX30.8669
.6625 .1907 .2652 .7259 .8615
.7750 .2742 .2267 .6863 .8513
.8875 .3448 .1680 .6357 .8359

1.ooOo .4122 .1757 .5646 .8151

3 0.61510.14490.3233 0.7479 0.8824
.7098 .2153 .2792 .7242 .8769
.8065 .2804 .2458 .6802 .8879
.X)32 .3412 .2184 .6451 .8552

l.cmo .4009 .1982 .58&% .8386

5 0.6686 0.17000.32970.7533 0.8040
.7522 .2294 .2935 .7311 .8888
.8348 .2852 .2845 .7014 .8912
.9174 .3384 .2407 .6636 .8%00

1.CKXM .3286 .2208 .6167 .8677

7 0.719-10.17080.3779 0.75910.9367
.7888 .2227 .344 .7407 .9328
.8599 .2718 .3163 .7169 .927S
.9300 .3168 .2925 .6873 .918e

l.oow .5640 .2720 .6517 .91.CE

9 0.7639 0.1899 0.38420.76380.8554
.8239 .2332 .3566 .7471 .9516
.8820 .2746 .3328 .7267 .9471
.9410 .3146 .3119 .7024 .9412

1.0000 .3533 .2835 .6737 .934C

n 0.8026 0.20450.39370.7775 0.9%10
.8520 .2406 .3709 .7632 .9780
.8QI.3 .2754 .3506 .7464 .9742
.9607 .3092 .3324 .7268 .8895

1.OQOO .3420 .31.60.7043 .8839

X5 0.8361 0.1935 0.44920.7952 1.0224
.8773- .2245 .4282 .78431.0203
.9181 .2545 .4091 .771.5Lo177
.9591 .2838 .3916 .75721.0147

1.0000 .3122 .3758 .74091.0110

15 0.86470.2022 0.4604 0.81291.0487
.8986 .2278 ,4430 .80391.0470
.9324 ,2527 .427C .79371.0450
.9662 .2771 .4120 ,78241.0426

1.0000 .3010 ,3981 .76981.0399

17 0.6885 0.2074 0.47370.8366 1.0786
.9164 .2286 .4593 .62931.0775
.9443 .2493 .4457 .82121.0756
.9722 .2697 .4329 .81231.0740

l.ooccl .2896 .4209 .80271.0720

19 0.8025 0.20870.491.20.8710 1.SL74
.9314 .2261 .4792 .85521.s162
.9543 .2433 .4677 .85901.1.151
.9772 .2603 .4567 .85221.1137

1.0000 .2769 044631.845011.1122

1 1

3.700030.10 0.0980
.695232.58 .0604
.686236.04 .0257
.672640.49 -.0092
.654548.gn -.0484

Tr
3.688932.05 0.0825
.692234.33 .0529
.684337.32 .0272
.673541.03 -.0052
.659245.59 -.0415

2.697133.56 0.0828
.692635.!57 .0530
.686338.08 .024.I
.677541.’11-.0055
.666644.71 -.0381

+

3.704235.87 0.07’70
.701037.“44 .0473
.696539.56 .0179
.680341.65 -.0122
.682744.W -.0448

9.697336.?L40.0715
.694338.29 .0457
.690639.89 .0203
.685943-.73-.0358
.680143.83 -.0333

3.694637.57 0.0845
.69233%.70 .0425
.689339.99 .0205
.685741.44 -.00I.8
.681543.05 -.023-!)

>.702138.87 0.0592
.700539.77 .0384
.698540.70 .0176
.6963KL.73 -.0035
.693542.87 -.0252

1 1

9.6960139.1810.05Xl
.694839.84 .0376
.693440.58 .0202
.691641.37 .0025
.689742.24 -.0153

1 1

2.6922139.1510.0504
.691339.68 .0558
.690140.24 .0213
.688840.86 .0067

--t-t

.687441.51 -.0S80

2.693338.78 0.0498
.692539.19 .0379
.691839.61 ,0260

EwM&

As a
I
CLU u

22.38 16.440.7562 1.122
18.40 X5.46 .6425 ,931
15.03 1.1.24 .s59 .786
SL.66 9.20 .5152 .697
7.54 6.80 .4774 .617

22.27 U.34 0.7595 L088
18.86 I-3.86 .6703 .848
1.5.9711.76 .6061 .835
12.91 9.91 .5588 .746
9.27 7.79 .5248 .673

22.07 16.05 0.7645L079
19.26 14.02 .6939 .961
16.63 12.28 .6400 .&6
13.90 10.60 .5963 .788
10.76 8.85 .5667 .723

24.32 17.510.8637 1.067
21.66 15.59 .2LY.X.872
U.(26 14.oQ .7498 .894
16.37 12.31 .7093 .826
3.3.5510.59 .6768 .768

24.13 17.330.8673 1.084
21.% 15.69 .8U9 .986
19.71 14.28 .77% .922
17.43 I-2.91 .7388 .864
M. 94 11.49 .7109 .813

23.92 17.08 0,8733 1.081
22.07 15.73 .83091.019
20.24 14.58 .7961 .963
IB.34 3-3.44 .7662 .914
).6.3312.32 .7405 .8=

28.21 38.69 0.9716 1.094
24.51 17.45 .93541.045
22.83 1.6.38 .9037 .999
21.1o 15.30 .8752 .956
19.30 14.29 .8504 .917

26.07 3.8.870.9743 1.060
24.69 17.88 ,94531.020
23.33 17,06 .9192 .883
21.92 16.21 .8951 .949
20.49 15.30 .8734 .916

%

25.99 3.8.720.9772 1.074
24.88 17.92 .9537I.O&l
23.76 17.18 .93181.010
22.63 I-6.45 .9118 .882
21.49 .L5.85 .8933 .954

26.011.8.490.9780 1.088
25.13 17.95 .9580 1.072
24.24 17.30 .94101.047
23.36 1.6.87 .92391.022
22.46 16.10 .8081 .998

.

f --

$- .

-...

.—

, .:—
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TABLE II - VXL031TYDIAGRAMDATA - Comluded
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(b) For statorrowe

R.ation Entrancevector data -e I Blade data

I I I =TT uI z I x I Y I h Ah A$

0.0779 1.8.8813.74 0.7639
-.041016.17 u. 91 .6617
-.006314.57 10.87 .5908
.02881.3.951o.37 .5401
.071614.43 1o.41 .!3349

.0.084918.87 14.04 0.7667
-.03181.6.8412.67 .6865
.CO02 15.59 11.76 .6266
.03371.5.09Il.38 .5822
.071415.’KLIL.31 .5492

.0.056320.43 14.62 0.8259
-.025018.76 13.45 .7571
.005917.69 12.84 .7030
.037817.20 12.55 .6608
.073117.35 12.12 .6279

0.0523 21.31 15.46 0.8712
-.023620.03 14.61 .8142
.005119.11 14.14 .7676
.034718.64 X5.76 .7294
.068718.88 13.65 .6966

.0.038021.52 15.37 0.mu
-.014120.52 14.61 .8289
.Oslo 19.84 14.22 .7904
.036818.45 13.88 .7577
.063918.38 1.3.85 .7302

0.0306 23.23 16.580.9334
-.006022.41 I-5.97 .8941
.014521.79 15.51 .8599
.037621.41 1.5.36 .8W1
.061721.24 15.la .8041

.0.026924.28 17.28 0.9782
-.007123.60 X.97 .9459
.012823.08 16.58 .9167
.033222.72 16.32 .8804
.054122.50 16.24 .8670

‘o.0160 24.48 17.57 0.8804
-.C$32423.95 17.21 .954’0
.014323.53 16.88 .9299
.031123.21 16.75 .8080
.048222.97 3S.64 .8878

0.c057 24.80 17.72 0.8830
.038124.50 17.51 .9617
.022024.14 17.26 .9417
.036223.87 17.09 .9233
.0%3 23.65 16.98 .8060

0.5822 0.1209 0.32U
.8866 .1990 .2722
.7911 .2703 .2565
.8955 .3371 .2087

1.0000 .4CX19 .1869

0.6420 0.1491 0.3262
.7315 .2149 .2-263
.8210 .2761 .2551
.91.05 .3340 .2301

1.moo .3896 .2095

0.6952 0.1520 0.3544
.7714 .2094 .3184
.8476 .2634 .2808
.92% .31_47 .2867

1.0200 .3840 .2484

2 0.8312
.771.8
.7026
.6194
.5152

+

).94140.7578 2%.IXI
.8043 .724731.40
.8861 .691235.79
.82!56 .655941.39
.7816 .63.6348.77

3.95X50.7476 28,98
.9181 .n89 33.09
.88KL .889556.93
.8482 .659141..68
.m.cn .627147.62

L.143
.970
.842
.744
.666

1.086
.952
.849
.766
.697

4 0.8240
.7692
.7087
.6335
.5453

6 0.8206
.7733
.7156
.6524
.5786

3.%43 0.7385 31.68
.9350 .71.3$34.44
.80s) .678837.75
.8736 .663141.71
.8411 .638548.53

L.107
.988
.808
.833
.770

8 0.7424 0.17s4 0.3808
.8068 .2215 .3504
.873-2 .2872 .3245
.9356 .3110 .Xlzl

1.0000 .3533 .2827

0.7838 0.1903 0.3888
.8379 .2304 .3637
.8919 .2688 .3417
.9460 .3060 .3221

1.0000 .3420 .3047

0.8199 0.1809 0.4217
.8650 .2154 .3987
.9100 .2487 .3782
.9550 .2809 .%Zl

1.00CXY .3122 .3458

0.8210
.7758
.7257
.6701
.6071

0.8212
.7817
.7389
.6920
.6404 +-+

).99070.7376 34.03
.2638 .7153%.41
.9383 .683939.19
.8082 .670442.45
.8793 .647246.33

1.00500.725? 35.I.9
.9816 .707237.23
.9585 .688939.56
.9348 .670142.23
.9101 .651045.28

1.086
.980
.608
.848
.791

D

10 1.083
1.022
.960
.806
.857

12 0.8286
.7958
.7598
.7212
.6793

1.02530.7177 35.99
L.CQ58 .6=7 37.70
.8861 .687539.60
.8662 .672441.72
.8458 .657044.08

L.llo
1.052
1.001
.854
.910

0.8308 0.1915 0.4548
.8681 .2189 .4358
.9254 .2476 .4180
.9627 .2746 .4018

1.0000 .ml-o .3868

0.8432
.8X59
.7830
.7504
.7157

1.06230.7195 37.48
1.0450 .706638.85
1.0277 .693740.37
L.O1O2 .680842.03
.9926 .667943.86

1.08610.7107 37.79
L.071.8.7G35 38.91
1.0574 .690340.12
1.0430 .679941.42
1.0285 .6697 L2.81
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lz 0.8988 o.2Cm 0.4824 0.8790
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.9747 .2584 .448 .83.89

1.OWO .2769 .4335 .784-r

20 0.9174 0.1980 0.543390.9140
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1.0000 .2609 .4622 .8472
—

L.090
1.052
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L.103
1.073
1.045
L.017
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o.OIQ9 25.44 17.85
.022325.11 17.80
.033824.83 17.46
.045424.59 17.24
.057024.39 17.10

1.9845
.9672
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.9352
.9203

L.147
L.121
1.087
1.074
L.052
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Figure 1. - Variation of power param~er. Loading
limit, 0.8W, average axial limb number, 0.70.
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(a) Constant axial-velocity diagram.
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(b) Variable axial-velocitydiagram (rotor).

Figure 3. - Velocity diagramsand notation.
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Figure 5. - Design chart for I&CA 65-series blmrer blade sections.
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Static pressure of individual stages.

Bessure-ratio variation through manpressor.
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